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VISION & MISSION
VISION: The meaning of the Quranic Verse, “Read in the Name of Thy Lord Who 
Createth,” inspires our vision to Develop the Nation through Quality Education.

MISSION: KIPS College shall empower Pakistani youth to create a brighter tomorrow.
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WORDS OF WISDOM
BY QUAID-E-AZAM MUHAMMAD ALI JINNAH
“Pakistan is proud of her youth, particularly the students, who are nation 
builders of tomorrow. They must fully equip themselves by discipline, 
education, and training for the arduous task lying ahead of them.”



Empowering the Pakistani youth to 
create a brighter tomorrow, today, 
KIPS Colleges stand as a benchmark 
among the given genre. 
Consistently delivering academic 
superiority while developing young 
people into successful & 
responsible citizens of tomorrow, we 
are growing. 

Thriving upon intellectual prowess 
of our competent faculty 
supplemented by state-of-the-art 
infrastructure and a well-crafted and 
evolving teaching methodology, we 
firmly believe in innovations, 
value-additions & improvements in 
the offered learning environment. 

Among many of its distinguishing 
features, KIPS College ensures that 
our students don’t need any tuition 
or extra coaching - leaving evenings 
free for self-study, self-grooming 
and social activities. And I, being 

the Chief Executive, am certain that 
my team has worked industriously 
to attain & sustain this goal. 

With a vision that focuses on 
‘Nation Development through 
Quality Education’, KIPS Colleges, 
provide a holistic grooming 
platform that enables our students 
to excel personally, socially, morally 
& academically. Our comprehensive 
youth development programs 
empower our students with 
confidence, optimism, responsibility 
& a deeply inculcated sense of 
achievement & glory; starting at an 
individual level and leading towards 
national and global recognition. 

Addressing the rising contemporary 
challenges & swift changes within 
the educational sector, we are 
consistently focusing to keep our 
methodologies & models aligned 
with modern educational standards.

MESSAGE FROM
THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
MR. ABID WAZIR KHAN
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MESSAGE FROM
THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR
KIPS COLLEGE MR. ASADULLAH KHAN
Education is the main source of 
human capital formation and a 
prerequisite for any development. 
Education is not the learning of 
facts, but the training of minds to 
think. The goal of education is the 
advancement of knowledge and 
dissemination of truth. ‘Knowledge 
synergy’ demonstrates ways to 
transform knowledge into a lasting 
advantage for any scholar through a 
mixture of guiding concepts, 
practical solutions and experience. 
It has thousands of branches, but 
the knowledge that brings us close 
to Allah is in a perfect synergy with 
the abilities & passion and helps in 
fulfilling the obligations with honour 
and respect is ‘Ibadah’. 

Students’ dreams and expectations 
are fulfilled through quality 
education. The greatest gifts that 
can be given to a student through 
education are clarity in 
responsibilities and analytical 
approach for independent thinking 

and decision-making abilities. This 
transformation is thus not possible 
without a highly experienced and 
trained professional. Our faculty is 
therefore the most influential 
resource; they are instrumental and 
demonstrative in keeping the 
students inspired, through their 
exemplary role and leadership in 
enhancing our human capital’s skills 
and knowledge. KIPS College‘s 
obligation is to evolve strategies to 
tackle these challenges with a wide 
horizon of thoughts.

Passion is the force that drives 
someone to turn his / her dreams 
into reality. At KIPS College, we 
work to make success not a dream 
but to make it a passion in 
achieving the ultimate targets in life. 
Remember, for those who work 
hard, there is always room at the 
top.

May Allah guide you in attaining 
true success.
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LOOKING BACK
KIPS Education System was founded back in 1992 by Mr. Abid Wazir Khan, a young & passionate 
graduate from the UET. He had a mission aimed at empowering the youth of Pakistan through 
acquiring the most relevant, qualitative and knowledge-based educational qualifications, to have a 
sharp focus on tangible outcomes. His humble journey in the field of education took off by 
establishing an evening coaching academy named “Knowledge-Inn”. Later it was redefined as 
“Knowledge Inn Preparatory School”, and that is how we know the acronym of ‘KIPS’ as the most 
relevant expression to its full form.   

Mr. Abid Wazir’s exceptional commitment coupled with hard work and determination led the 
institution to an unprecedentedly exceptional growth, that today KIPS is one of the largest educational 
networks in Pakistan, offering complete career & life pathways, having deployed numerous branches of 
Pre-Schools, Schools, Colleges and Campuses for Professional Preparations.

It was sheerly the founder’s unhinged commitment and resolve that brought constant innovations and 
progressive upgradation in all academic domains, while maintaining high standards of efficiency and 
accountability across the board. 

THE CORPORATE ADVANTAGE
LEADING WITH THE LEGACY
KIPS College being an integral part and a leading brand of KIPS Education System is well poised to 
serve the nation in all spheres of education. KIPS Education System’s 30-year legacy and experience 
equips KIPS College to deliver the holistic solutions to our students such as purpose-based learning, 
quality results, entry tests preparation & above all, to become a responsible citizen of society.
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ABOUT KIPS COLLEGE
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In 2004, KIPS Colleges were launched in Lahore to impart a 
conceptual and knowledge-based education at intermediate 
level. Having received unprecedented appreciation and 
acknowledgement from the students and their parents, today, 
KIPS College separate campuses for boys & girls across 
Punjab & in Federal Capital are continuously empowering the 
Pakistani youth to create a brighter tomorrow. 

KIPS Colleges are striving for human development through 
quality education at both Intermediate and BS level. Attaining 
high levels of quality is the result of factors such as: 

1.  Fear of Allah & love for the Holy Prophet (PBUH)
2.  Unwavering commitment and educational expertise
3. Humane & sympathetic counseling
4. Excellent & caring teaching
5. Ever-conscious & up-to-date management
6. Our commitment towards CSR to transform our students 
into responsible citizens
In all these years, the students from KIPS Colleges have done 
wonders, not only in the board exams but also in entry test 
examinations leading to the country’s most 
well-acknowledged universities and higher educational 
institutes. The spirit of integrity and the zeal for hard work has 
earned KIPS College a distinct position among the leading 
educational institutions. Our students get well-prepared to 
face the real challenges of practical life and to become an 
integral part of the society. 

Here what makes education special to them is the rigorous 
schedule of academic scheme and the professional skills of 
teachers in stimulating the learning to its optimum level.

Change is the only constant factor in this 
universe, hence, the world we live in today 
has transformed way different from the 
world that was a couple of generations 

ago.
 

Knowledge has nurtured humanity into a 
civilized world and now knowledge is a 
force multiplier for the socio-economic 
development & growth of any country, 
organization or institution. The real 

growth metrics can never be achieved 
without investing in knowledge and human 

resource which is only possible by 
establishing a strong linkage between 

education and economy.

Having a population of more than 232 
million intelligent and hardworking 

people could turn out to be a strength, 
only if our entire youth can have access 

to the higher education. The only solution 
to achieve this goal is to establish a 

number of quality educational institutions 
across the map of the country.

To facilitate education for each & every 
individual, it is highly essential that 

quality education institutes be set-up in 
the length & breadth of Pakistan. 
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CHOOSING KIPS COLLEGE
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
At KIPS College, we believe in developing a creative and 
collaborative learning environment for all to enjoy a sense of 
belonging with the college community to avail:
• Creativity: Students are encouraged for challenging    
 expectations, developing new ideas and exploring new   
 solutions to the problems
• Counseling: Mentoring and helping students to achieve success
• Get Started Fast: KIPS College introduced the concept of Pre-1st  
 Year Classes, which are conducted for 4 months to cover 40%   
 of the course in advance in comparison with the regular session
• Learn from Professionals: KIPS College faculty is highly    
 experienced and continuously trained to offer students best of   
 their expertise
• Customized Learning Methods
• Continuous Feedback Mechanism

PLANNED VALUE-ADDITIONS 
KIPS College is adding value to its methodology of 
teaching, coaching, counselling, mentoring and giving 
extra to its students while providing them maximum 
facilities under one roof. Ever increasing number of 
students provides an insight of satisfied students / parents 
who always prefer KIPS College. For 2023 we have 
decided to go extra mile through following: 
• Maximizing each moment spent by students in the  
 campuses by continuous engagement.
• Adding value to the teacher’s training so that they can  
 deliver as per the requirements of the market.
• Evaluation at each step to embrace success and step  
 into the practical world with confidence.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES 
Following are competitive advantages which KIPS College 
is continuously upgrading and evolving:
• Producing best human capital through quality   
 education.
• Training of minds rather than learning facts.
• Advancement of knowledge and dissemination of truth.
• Clarity in responsibilities and analytical approach for  
 independent thinking & decision-making abilities.
• Transformation of raw brains into thinking minds  
 through trained & experienced faculty.

LEADING FROM THE FRONT 
• Centrally controlled and monitored system
• Comprehensive study sessions ensuring excellent results
• Inclusive and well thought-out revision and test session
• Regular parent-teacher interaction
• Timely course completion covering all subjects
• Disciplined and friendly learning environment
• Preparation, practice & evaluation sessions for 
 board examinations
• Equal emphasis on theory and practical
• Highly qualified, experienced & KIPS-trained faculty
• Regular tests & assignments
• KIPS exclusive books, tests and assignments
• Grooming and counseling sessions
• Merit & need-based scholarships
• Special rebate for KIPS Alumni, KIPSIANS and their siblings
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OUR VALUES
PASSION: Success is a dream outside but at KIPS College, we work to make 
it a passion

DEPENDABILITY: We have a dependable relationship with our students. 
We deliver on our commitments and help students realize their dreams

CONSISTENCY: We work to make sure our students and faculty remain 
consistent, focused and ever striving for excellence

HONESTY: Honesty is not just a virtue, but also our integral strength to 
bear

LOYALTY: Loyalty to the nation and country is not only nurtured but also 
focused

EFFICIENCY: Education is tough and getting results is tougher. Efficiency 
is the name of the game

INNOVATION: We innovate to make our system more result-oriented and 
efficient

MOTIVATION: Motivation is not an inborn human trait. Our perpetual effort 
and well-orchestrated design keep the learner’s motivation alive

OPTIMISM: Optimism is the best friend at hand and a tough foe to stand 
against. It opens new avenues and helps us see what is missed otherwise

INSPIRATION: Teachers are our most influential resource; they are 
instrumental in keeping the students inspired
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Our multi-dimensional grooming approach focuses on the overall progress and 
enables our students to develop essential skills, necessary to meet today’s & 
tomorrow’s challenges.
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INTELLECTUAL

• Knowledge
• Concepts
• Intelligence
• Analytical

SOCIAL

• Communication
• Leadership
• Motivation
• Confidence

MORAL

• Ethics
• Etiquettes
• Attitude
• Mindset

PHYSICAL

• Sports 
• Games
• Excursion Trips
• Co-curricular

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL GROOMING
ADVANCEMENTS AT 360°

INTELLECTUAL SOCIAL

PHYSICALMORAL
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While investing on the human resource, it is only the methodology which makes the real difference. 
We critically reflect on students’ feedback regarding what works well and what does not, in order to 
respond with a different approach. 

KIPS College teaching methodology is a broad system or body of practices and procedures that is 
employed to educate the students to have extraordinary outcomes by means of academic concept, 
learning ethos, evaluation, reinforcement and acquiring excellent results. Our teaching methodology 
comprises: 

1. LECTURE: The excellence begins with concept actualization of different subjects by the 
extraordinary team of professionals supported by the set patterns and research-based strong 
academic curricula.
2. PREPARATION: After delivering the concepts for different topics of different subjects, students 
are guided to apply the concepts with specific, technical and scientific methods.
3. FOLLOW-UP: Affectionate enquiry-based follow up is conducted to analyze the strengths & 
weaknesses of the student learning status.
4. REVISION: The system provides the opportunity to revise & fix the misconceptions.
5. TEST: To know the depth of the students’ learning, we have an evaluation and test system 
emplaced, where different methods of evaluation and tests are used to assess the actual level of the 
students’ preparation.
6. DISCUSSION: Regular discussions are conducted to reinforce the concepts.
7. RECTIFICATION & IMPROVEMENT: Our system works to support the students to rectify 
the misconceptions and help them improve.

INCREMENTAL
TEACHING

METHODOLOGY
ENSURING

CONTINUOUS
PROGRESS &
EVALUATION

Rectification
& Improvement
(Self Study 3)

Lecture

Preparation 
(Self Study 1)

Follow-up

Revision
(Self Study 2)

Test

Discussion

1

2

3

4

5

6
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In order to ensure that all students possess a fundamental understanding of their subjects, 
KIPS College has designed a system where the goal is to evaluate the student’s grasp on the subject 
knowledge. This impact is generated by conducting:

• Daily Tests
• Fortnightly Tests
• Send-up Exams
• Revision & Tests Sessions (R&T Session - 90 Days approximate) 

REVISION & TESTS SESSIONS: 
After all the rigorous exercises of conceptual study, follow-up, revision, evaluation, discussion, 
rectification and improvement, a comprehensive 90 days long Revision & Test Session (R&T) begins to 
ensure that preparations are as per HSSC board’s actual pattern. The session finally equips students to 
secure excellent marks in board exams and earn access to the country’s top-ranked professional 
universities and institutes.

COMPREHENSIVE TESTING SYSTEM
OPTIMIZING POTENTIALS 
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CAREER COUNSELING: Our information wing keeps itself abreast about opportunities and 
academic options available in the national & international market. Our students are continuously 
steered and guided to avail best possible career options as per their aptitude and abilities

MOTIVATIONAL LECTURES:
To update our students with ever-changing educational and professional trends, periodic motivational 
lectures are conducted in our campuses on regular basis with an aim to:

• Develop learning abilities, while addressing students’ psychological needs
• Create and enhance interest of students in upcoming new trends
• Respond to students’ misconceptions or difficulties
• Synthesize information across a variety of issues
• Promote most appropriate education
• Suggest most appropriate career path
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MATCHLESS COUNSELING
MAKING A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE

KIPS College counselors help prepare students academically and emotionally for their life pursuits 
within college life & beyond. As an integral part of our system, these counselors bring a wealth of 
insight and resources to a variety of student-centered issues. Qualified and experienced members of 
the faculty help students choose the right career path as well as offer them requisite counseling to 
address their personal problems or issues.

Our Career Counseling Department offers free career counseling to each student. Our trained 
counselors help our students clarify goals and guide them through the process of making decisions 
about future education and career. We make this possible for our students by offering: 

• INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING: Engulf the scope of personal, family, social and cultural effects 
on individual students and their possible solutions
• GROUP COUNSELING: Pertain to collective issues and their discussion related to students’ 
academics
• ACADEMIC COUNSELING: Students are taught how to conceptually study a subject and 
ensure quality result through customized academic counseling. For this, students are divided into 
groups considering their abilities, uptake and aptitude. Teachers are empowered through regular 
refresher courses of academic counseling to meet this end.



PIONEERING PRE 1ST YEAR 
SESSION
For those who want more tomorrow, we provide a headstart

After all, an early start is a great start!

KIPS College Pre 1st Year Session ensures extra time, more preparations and better results. It 
gives you an edge over your existing and future competition. The Pre 1st Year Session helps 
students cover the syllabus well before time.

The Pre 1st Year classes begin in the first week of May; providing extra time for the 
ever-demanding F.Sc./I.C.S/I.Com/F.A. course completion, while giving a sense of continuation 
of classes. Preparation, Practice & Evaluation Sessions gear up the students to attain 
outstanding results in board examinations and eventually help them meet the well 
acknowledged professional universities’ merit criteria.

4 EXTRA MONTHS    
40% syllabus coverage till September (all subjects)

Comprehensive Completion of 1st Year Complete Course
The additional 04 months equip students to score higher marks in their Board Exams. This 
course plan starts 04 months prior to Regular First Year Classes.
1. Completion of 40% course (all subjects) in four months with higher focus on science subjects.
2. Proper fortnightly test schedule
3. Students who continue with KIPS Colleges Regular Session (after Pre 1st Year), are assured 
complete first year’s course completion by the month of December
4. Revision & Tests sessions start in January; offering more than 90 days for thorough revisions 
and preparations for board examinations

ENJOY TUITION-FREE EVENINGS 
Among many of its distinguishing features, KIPS College ensure that its students don’t need 
any tuition or extra coaching - leaving evenings free for self-study, self-grooming and social 
activities while our teams work rigorously all year to attain & sustain this goal.
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
The Research and Development team provides expert advice and support 
on all elements of curriculum design. Our learning material methodology 

and scheme of studies are regularly updated & revised every year. 



REGULAR FEEDBACK MECHANISM
To maintain a wonderful liaison with students and parents, 
KIPS College has evolved a regular written and verbal 
feedback system, which operates in a multi-dimensional 
manner. This system obtains students’ feedback regarding 
our teaching methodologies, management, study material / 
other facilities, and services in written form at class level and 
in verbal form both individually and collectively. 

CALL & SMS ALERTS
KIPS College believes in maintaining a strong liaison with 
parents in order to keep them abreast of their child’s 
academic growth and development. This is achieved by 
sharing: 
• Results
• Attendance
• Performance
• Opportunities
• Due Dates
• Counseling & Other Info
• Updates

The liaison with parents is effectively maintained through 
phone calls and SMS alerts. This methodology is also 
adopted in regulatory issues related to disciplinary matters. 

PARENT-TEACHER MEETINGS (PTMs)
Parent-teacher meeting is an opportunity for parents, 
teachers and students to discuss and evaluate a student’s 
progress. This is particularly required to ensure that the 
student is provided with support from all possible angles 
collectively. A Parent/Guardian must attend at least 2 of 3 
PTMs in an academic session to help their child perform 
essentially well in board examinations.

PARENT-PRINCIPAL MEETINGS (PPMs) 
Besides the above arrangements, one of our exclusive 
feedback mechanisms is the regular conduction of 
parent-principal meetings to further polish the shining 
students & amend the behavior cum attitude of those 
struggling students who need special care & coordinated 
counseling, which is only possible by highlighting the 
requirement at this level. 

QUALITY CONTROL CELL
SETTING BARS & MEETING STANDARDS

KIPS College strives to create the best student-centric environment and provides quality education. 
Our policy ensures that students are kept abreast of what is expected from them: their progress, and 

their academic achievements. All assessment mechanism is validated internally through this cell. 
Comprehensive feedback mechanism, continuous monitoring & re-evaluation of solved question 

papers by head office where a team of subject specialists ensures a perfect level of output 
benchmarking the BISE standards.
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KIPSLMS.COM
A COMPLETE WINNING STRATEGY NOT MERE ONLINE COACHING

1, 2, 3 & START: 3 SIMPLE STEPS TO LOG-ON 
1. Get Registered: Get yourself registered online or visit your nearest campus
2. Receive Your Code: Your username and password will be sent to you in an SMS on your 
registered number
3. Log-in: Visit KIPSLMS.COM and log in with the username and password you received via SMS

Today, there is an augmentation in the field of 
knowledge globally; information is available at 
the click of a mouse. What students essentially 
need are key skills to use knowledge and the 
accelerating technology to face the challenges in 
a fiercely competitive world.

KIPS LMS is a highly customized & exceptional 
online learning platform which meets the 
standards of contemporary education. This 
comprehensive online learning management 
system acts as the gateway to a world of 
boundless learning opportunities and enables 
students to break the shackles of time and space 
to learn wherever they are, whenever they need.

It paved the way for thousands of students to 
achieve excellence during the Covid-19 
lockdowns.

The platform offers both live and recorded video 
lectures by highly professional educationists with 

online tests along with a wide range of 
unparalleled features:

1. Live Lectures
2. Orientation Lectures
3. Topic-Wise Video Lectures
4. Topic-Wise Reading Contents
5. Online Tests & Quizzes (Along with   
Online Paper Checking)
6. Live Teacher Support (9:00 am – 9:00 pm)
7. Online Teaching Support Tickets (24/7)
8. Comprehensive Discussion (Live   
Discussion Lectures)
9. Koogle
10. Individualized Discussion Forums
11. Progress Analytics / Stats
12. Leaderboard
13. Counseling Support
14. Notification
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E-COMMERCE
TRAINING PROGRAM

2 YEARS PROGRAM  -  6 MARKET PLACES  -  10+ SKILLS

1ST YEAR | 2ND YEAR

No-Burden: Program is synced with your regular study plan
24/7 Available: Online recorded lectures, watch at your own pace

Comprehensive Trainings on

AVAILABLE FOR NON-MEDICAL STUDENTS
F.SC | I.C.S | I.COM

FEATURES:
No burden on your regular studies

Comprehensive engaging video lectures

Facility to schedule zoom session with trainers

Full support to build your online business

Access to live accounts (for best performers only)

Schedule Live Sessions12 Hours - Chat Support50 + Hours Recorded Lectures

REGULAR INTERMEDIATE ECOM + INTERMEDIATE

eBay
Marketplace

Facebook
Marketplace

Upwork Fiverr 
Daraz

Marketplace
Etsy

Marketplace



AT OUR CENTRALLY ADMINISTERED NOTES 
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE, THE SENIOR MOST 
FACULTIES DEVELOP NOTES, TESTS, WORK 

SHEETS AND BOOKS TO FACILITATE STUDENTS.

KIPS PUBLICATIONS: YOUR POWER TOOLS

Our Publications are another reflection of our sincere dedication 
towards our students. Few of our publications include:

•  Notes Series
•  Objective Type Series

•  Entry Tests Series
•  Evaluation Booklet Series
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To educate is to teach, train, or inform; education is a culture infused with learning, refinement and 
humanism. KIPS College offers facilities that not only encourage learning but also refine the needs of 
the mind, body & soul. To make the college student-friendly and improve student environment, the 
following facilities are provided.

STUDENT & PARENTS PORTAL
KIPS College through Student-Parent Portal provides an engaging experience to both students and 
their parents with a single point of access and hub to facilitate different needs and maintain the quality 
of education. 

QIRAAT CLASSES
Qiraat adds to the meaning and beauty of the Quran in a complementary manner. Students taking 
these classes are taught to recite the Holy Quran in the correct manner.

SCIENCE LABS
KIPS College takes pride in offering fully furnished and well-equipped labs for Physics, Chemistry, and 
Biology where students perform different experiments on what they learn, theoretically. They observe 
how things happen physically and then confirm their manifestations practically. 

FACILITIES & SERVICES
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LIBRARIES
KIPS College provides an intellectually challenging learning environment where 
students interact, share ideas and voice different points of view, ensuring that they not 
only gain knowledge but also learn social and communication skills, values and 
attitudes of regularity and punctuality.

With the constant fast pace of change, our campuses are well stocked with up-to-date 
textbooks and reference materials. To develop lifelong reading habit, students are 
encouraged to read the books and benefit from the library on regular basis. KIPS 
College has taken care that knowledge seekers are not left thirsty.

COMPUTER LABS
Today, the digital revolution demands technological advancement in order to facilitate 
innovation of the modern era. With an aim to encourage an environment where 
students can implement and experiment their classroom knowledge, KIPS College 
facilitates further by offering fully equipped computer laboratories installed with the 
latest systems and software. 

TRANSPORT
Pick & drop transport facility is available on-demand.
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TALENT-KNOWLEDGE GEAR-UPS

Essay Writing Competition
Quiz Competition

Declamation Competition
Qiraat Competition 
Naat Competition

Seerat-un-Nabi Speech Competition 

INTER & INTRA-CAMPUS COMPETITIONS ARE HELD REGULARLY TO 
INCULCATE AND ENCOURAGE A HEALTHY COMPETITIVE 

ENVIRONMENT.  DIFFERENT PRESENTATION PLATFORMS ARE 
OFFERED TO GEAR-UP STUDENTS’ POTENTIAL, CONFIDENCE 

BUILDING AND MAKING THEM DEVELOP AN ATTITUDE FOR 
COMPETING & WINNING.  
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STUDENT SOCIETIES & CLUBS 
INTELLECTUAL SOCIETY 
This society is aimed to sharpen the minds of our 
students thus enhancing their Intelligence 
quotient. Its objective is achieved by assigning 
our students independent duties of organizing 
competitions involving use of innovative cum 
intellectual skills. Principal, being the de-facto 
chairman of college societies, is responsible to 
ensure involvement of every student. To achieve 
this, the ‘thought of the week’ concept is used.

DEBATING SOCIETY
Through debating society, an endeavour is made 
to inculcate communication cum presentation 
skills in our students, equipping them with a 
power of expression while handling a practical 
situation. 

MAGAZINE SOCIETY
The participants of this society are exposed to a 
platform where students can submit their 
writing/designing talents and add value to the 
college publications.  Members of the faculty will 
assist and help the students on the editorial 
board.

EVENT MANAGEMENT SOCIETY
Participating students are provided with a 
practical opportunity to organize & manage all 
the internal or external events. Members of the 
organizing committee are selected from the 
classes. 

FITNESS & HEALTH CLUB
Separate workout and wellness facilities are 
available for both boys and girls students at
KIPS Colleges.

CYBER CLUB
Students are provided access to a computer lab 
at designated times for academic research 
purposes to keep themselves updated on the 
latest online activities, news & technology. 

FINE ARTS CLUB
The fine arts club aims to encourage students to 
express their thoughts, feelings and creativity 
through various visual art forms. 

SPORTS CLUB
The Sports Club, a centre for physical 
development, aims to offer KIPS College 
students the opportunity to practice sport and to 
pass leisure time actively, which is indeed a great 
way to have a healthy mind and get engaged in 
positive activities.

TOURISM CLUB
The Tourism Club aims to educate students 
about tourism in Pakistan & facilitate travel 
enthusiasts who love exploring new places. 



WELCOME PARTY
A party is organized by already enrolled 
KIPSIANS for fresh arrivals as a welcoming 
gesture at the start of each session. Newbies are 
welcomed and every student celebrates for 
being a part of KIPS College.

FAREWELL PARTY
The tradition of farewell is celebrated with 
enthusiasm. A farewell party is thrown for 
departing students with well wishes and good 
luck for their upcoming life.

SPORTS ROUND-UP
A healthy body leads to a healthy mind. Different 
sports & games are played throughout the 
season but the Sports Round-up is a festival with 
its own amazing jubilance for the students to 
refresh their minds and pumps them ready for 
the new academic sessions. 

ANNUAL PRIZE DISTRIBUTION
In order to improve the efficiency and 
competency of KIPSIANS, an annual prize 
distribution ceremony is organized. Students 
with high academic and extra-curricular 
achievements are rewarded at the end of the 
session.

SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS
Parallel to studies, seminars & workshops are 
held, after regular intervals, with the objective to 
groom our youngsters and educate them 
regarding new and developing aspects.

STUDY & RECREATIONAL TOURS  
We break students’ monotonous routine by 
offering recreational tours for their personal 
growth which helps by enhancing their learning 
opportunities.

SPRING FESTIVAL 
To leave behind the hectic routine of all sessions, 
spring is a chance to feel lightness in body, heart 
and soul.  Colorful cultural shows representing all 
segments of the society living in different parts 
of the country help the students to learn & know 
their countrymen better. 

ART EXHIBITIONS 
Students are given an outstanding platform to 
bring out their artistic talents & creativity in the 
form of art exhibition. Students possessing 
extraordinary artistic skills are acknowledged.  

THE LEARNING JUBILANCE 
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CEREMONIES & EVENTS
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OUTREACH & COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

KIPS Education System seeks to improve conditions around the world through its 
social contribution programs. We utilize our strengths and resources to benefit 

local communities and help children and families in need. Individually, our students 
and faculty are encouraged to take part in the many volunteer programs offered by 

the company. As a leader in the education field, KIPS College has arranged and 
developed Outreach & Community Development Programs for the following major 

chapters:
School Chapter
Teacher Chapter
Students Chapter

Community in General

KIPS College is responsible for providing all technical, professional & worthy 
assistance/support to the above-listed chapters. 
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With the core values of passionate consistency, efficiency and innovation in imparting knowledge,
KIPS College follows the rigorous methodology of teaching blended with follow-up, revision and 
testing that no tuition or extra coaching remains relevant. 

Research and development, publications, career counseling, co-curricular activities and merit-based 
scholarships are its intrinsic features; utilized by our toppers, consistently.

SHINING AT THE TOP 
INTER BOARD RESULTS 2022

ACHIEVEMENTS
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RULING THE
SKIES

Last 12 Years

92 Top Board Positions

More than

20,600+ Students secured A+ or A grades

More than

4,600 Students reached top-notch Medical 
Colleges, Engineering Universities, Pakistan Forces and
other Well-acknowledged Higher Education Institutes

More than

60,000+ Alumni

1st Year Results 2022
Punjab & Federal Boards

Keeping up with the tradition of consistently 
nurturing toppers, every year, KIPSIANS make 
headlines by attaining top positions at intermediate 
board level. More than 51% students secured A+ / A 
Grade in intermediate board exams with overall 1st 
Position. These outshining performances connect our 
students with the best universities ahead and paving 
ways towards successful career paths. 

400+ MARKS
3025

A+ or A GRADE
54%
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SHINING ALL AROUND
 
KIPS College is contented with imparting quality education, to respond to the changing needs of 
today's & tomorrow's evolving markets. 

At KIPS College, students are provided with fine cutting-edge facilities paired with exceptional teaching 
techniques and extra-curricular initiatives; allowing them to feel empowered and pursue 
accomplishment. Adding latest feather in the cap, our student “Muhammad Haziq Imtiaz” participated 
in “Asia Africa International Model United Nations Online Conference”. Such accomplishments 
continue all year round at KIPS Colleges, strengthening our mission to enable our youth to conquer 
within the country and even beyond borders. 

LATEST EXTRACURRICULAR ACHIEVEMENTS: 
Asia Africa International Model United Nations Online Conference 
Muhammad Haziq Imtiaz: Jan. 2021: Represented Pakistan in Asia Africa International Model United 
Nations Online Conference. 

COMBAXX TAEKWONDO INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 2022
Laiba Muhammad - Bronze Medal

BILAL ABID
• 1st Position: CM Speech Competition 2020, Punjab Boards
• 1st Position: SMDC National E-Declamation Competition 2020
• 1st Position: E-Declamation Competition Quaid-e-Azam & State Affairs 2020

WINNER QIRAAT COMPETITION 
Dania Qayyum: 3rd Position: Qiraat Competition Faisalabad Board. Oct. 2020

WINNER (DOUBLES) MULTAN BOARD INTERCOLLEGIATE BADMINTON 
COMPETITION 
Momina Imran & Esha Hanif | Nov. 2019

WINNER DUNYA NEWS COOKING COMPETITION 
Hamda Batool Bhatti (Multan). Sept. 2019



MOVERS & MAKERS OF TOMORROW
OUR ALUMNI

Our commitment & pride covers new miles every day. The KIPS College alumni 
network of 60,000+ individuals, (and growing), is either adding value to the 

national and international corporations or pursuing higher studies and research in 
some of the most renowned higher education institutions around the world.
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This two years Associate Degree Program is being offered at selected campuses in affiliation with different 
public / private universities. An Associate Degree is equivalent to the first two years of a four-year 
bachelor’s program, offering a strong foundation for a professional career. After completion of this 

program, students can join in the 5th semester of a BS Program in the relevant field. Course combinations 
are being offered as under:

 
Associate Degree in Science 

Associate Degree in Arts
Associate Degree in Commerce

INTERMEDIATE
2 YEARS ANNUAL PROGRAM

Imparting high-class education in the field of 
Science, 

Commerce or Arts.  
F.Sc. Pre Medical

F.Sc. Pre Engineering
I.C.S. 

I.Com. 
Home Economics (For Girls Only) 

ASSOCIATE DEGREE
2 YEARS ANNUAL PROGRAM

FACULTIES & COURSES
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OUR ALUMNI

Anoosha Masood Keen
Data Analyst Working

at KPMG (MBS)
Malta, Europe

Hina Mukhtiar
As Lecturer Commerce
BS-17 in Punjab Higher

Education Deptt.

Kashaf Shakoor
FAST NUCES CFD

Shanza Naveed
Aced MBBS from Bakhtwar

 Ameen Medical and Dental 
College, Multan

(2013,15)
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BS DEGREE
4 YEARS SEMESTER PROGRAM

A 4-Year Degree Program in the field of Science, Computer Science, Social Science, Commerce & 
Humanities is being offered at selected campuses in affiliation with different public / private 

universities. 16 years of education is marked as completed after intermediating this program and 
students can start their MS or choose their path of pursuing Doctor of Philosophy Program according 

to the HEC policy.

NATURAL 
SCIENCES
Mathematics

Physics
Computer Science

Information Technology 

BIOLOGICAL 
SCIENCES 

Zoology  
Biology 

Chemistry  
Bio Chemistry 

Bio Technology  
Botany 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 
English

Management Sciences
Economics  

International Relations

THE BS PROGRAMS ARE OFFERED IN THE 
FOLLOWING FACULTIES



INCENTIVES, SCHOLARSHIPS & AWARDS
Incentives are perpetual foundations of 
inspiration for students. Such awards lure & 
encourage talented students to work harder with 
their vision to top as their goals. KIPS College 
has vowed to bring out the best in every student, 
therefore, the following Merit Awards and 
Scholarships have been introduced.

MERIT-BASED SCHOLARSHIPS
• The students can avail merit scholarships (Up 
to 100% fee waiver)
• Students having 70% & above can apply for 
merit-based scholarships (subject to policy) 

TUITION FEE DISCOUNTS & 
EXEMPTIONS: 
The following are entitled to exemption in tuition 
fee as described below:

• Teachers’ Children: The children of teachers  
working in different academic institutions   
affiliated with BISE & Public Universities.
• Kinship: Any one of two or more brothers and  
sisters shall pay 100% fee whilst the rest will  
get the concession.
• Lumpsum Fee Payment: 10% concession is  
offered to all those candidates paying lump 
sum amount at the time of admission.
• Hafiz-e-Quran or Madaris‘ Teachers’   
Children: Candidates who are themselves   
Hafiz-e-Quran or the sons / daughters of  
huffaaz, teachers at Deeni Madaris.

• Scholarships for Ex-KIPSIANS: Ex-KIPSIANS  
can avail the fee concession in admission of  
their next classes.
• KIPSIAN Family Fee Concession: Once the  
student becomes a KIPS family member in any  
segment of fold can avail the fee concession.
• Sportsmen & Sportswomen: To avail fee  
waiver as per policy, the sportsmen should  
provide with authentic documents and must  
qualify for the test.
• Retired / Serving Government / Forces’  
Employees: Special concessions are made  
available for children of retired / serving   
government / forces’ employees’ children as  
per policies.

STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 
Seats are reserved for students with any physical 
disability.

NEED-BASED CONCESSION
The students who are not in the position to 
afford the fee can avail the fee concession upon 
satisfaction of the authority.
Note: Only one exemption can be availed by any 
candidate at a time. 

ABID WAZIR KHAN GOLD MEDAL
The medal is awarded to a student who stands 
1st from each campus & also secures 85% marks 
in Intermediate & Bachelors Exams.

All the admissions are based on merit in accordance with the 
admission policy of KIPS College. 

ADMISSION CRITERIA FOR APPLICANTS AT 
INTERMEDIATE LEVELS WITH 
MATRICULATION: 
• 65% marks in Matriculation for admission to F.Sc.   
 (Pre-Medical & Pre-Engineering)
• 60% marks in Matriculation for admission to I.C.S & I.Com
• 60% marks in Matriculation for admission to F.A. 

ADMISSION CRITERIA FOR APPLICANTS AT 
BS, ADS, ADC & ADA PROGRAMS WITH 
INTERMEDIATE: 
• 45% marks in Intermediate for admission to ADS, ADC &  
 ADA Programs 
• 50% marks in Intermediate for admission to BS Programs

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS: 
• Matriculation certificate: 4 copies 
• Intermediate certificate: 4 copies (if applicable)
• Bachelor’s certificate: 4 copies (if applicable)
• Passport size photograph: 5 copies with blue background
• Character certificate: 1 copy
• Father / Guardian CNIC (Computerized): 4 copies 
• Original migration certificate: (If applicable) / NOC
• Equivalence certificate: (If applicable)

ADMISSIONS: PROCEDURE & CRITERIA

COLLEGE DUES:
Admission fee, library, lab, extracurricular activities fee & caution money shall be paid once only at the beginning of the 
academic year whilst tuition fee is to be paid in three (3) instalments during an academic year. Board & University registration & 
admission fee charged separately according to Board or University notification.
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RULES & REGULATIONS 
DISCIPLINARY & ATTENDANCE:
Students are expected to uphold the honour and dignity of the 
College and their own at all times and abide by the rules and 
regulations of the College. Any decision made or disciplinary action 
taken by the College authorities shall be final and unchallengeable. 
The authority and jurisdiction of the College extends to all students 
during and after College hours.

BEING INFORMED:
It is the responsibility of the students to keep in touch with the 
College office and read notices regularly about important matters 
such as change in policy, deadlines, college dues and the External 
Board Registration. For any academic query, students shall contact 
the Principal’s Office.

UNIFORM & ID CARD:
Wearing uniform & identity card is compulsory and non-compliance 
is a disciplinary issue. The management does not allow any 
counterfeit brand or look alike uniform.

BOYS UNIFORM: 
• Off-white Shirt with KIPSIANS Maroon Tie 
• Dress Pants: Beige Colour 
• Black Shoes (Oxford Pattern with Toe and Laces) with Black Socks 
• For Winters: Black Sweater / Blazer 

KIPS College logo is an integral part of the uniform

TIMINGS:
• Students are expected to arrive at the College at least 5 minutes  
 before the start of the College 
• A student being late from class for any period (over 5 minutes)   
 after the commencement of the lecture shall not be allowed to sit  
 in the classroom and his absence during the lesson for which he  
 was late may be considered inexcusable 
• Students are not allowed to leave the class without taking   
 permission from the teacher

ATTENDANCE & LEAVE PROCEDURE:
• Students have to ensure 90% attendance in each & every subject.
• If a student remains absent for even a single day, without prior   
 intimation or application for leave, he shall be fined Rs. 70 per day.  
 Only one absence per month, with prior intimation or application  
 for leave shall be admissible
• A continuous absence for up to 6 days in a month without prior   
 written sanction from the Principal will render a student liable to  
 have his name struck off from the College rolls
• Telephonic leaves will only be considered before 10:00 am followed  
 by a written application on the very next day when the student   
 comes to College
• Leave on medical grounds shall be granted on submission of a   
 medical certificate within two days of falling ill
• Attendance is obligatory throughout the academic year, as well as  
 participation in the written exams or any other tests conducted by  
 the College 
• College higher authorities reserve the right to approve /   
 disapprove the applications
• If the student's total absentees exceed 10% of potential teaching  
 periods during the year, the College reserves the right to with hold  
 / cancel his admissions. No appeal in this regard will be   
 entertained.

SMOKING STRICTLY PROHIBITED:
All KIPS College campuses are smoke-free. No one is allowed to 
smoke inside the College premises, under any circumstances, 
including students, management, faculty and even the visitors.

CELLULAR PHONE & MULTIMEDIA DEVICES:
Use of cellular phones & multimedia devices within the College 
premises is strictly prohibited, however, the official College 
telephone shall entertain any emergency messages / calls. Any 
student found violating this rule shall be heavily fined. Cell phones & 
multimedia devices found will be confiscated and shall only be 
returned to the parents upon permission granted by the College 
disciplinary committee.

FOOD / BEVERAGE POLICY:
Other than the canteen and areas designated for eating, no food, 
eatable or drinks are allowed inside the classroom, library and 
computer lab. 

CONDUCT:
Students must display higher ethos and impeccable behaviour in 
their relations with the administration, the management, the 
teaching, the clerical and auxiliary personnel of the College, as well 
as in their relations with their fellow students. 
• We expect students: 
- to be polite and civilized
- to respect the personnel of the College in general
- to respect and appreciate the premises and the property of 
 the College 
- not to provoke or harass their fellow students in any way 
• Any student found guilty of wilfully and deliberately damaging and  
 misusing the College property shall be fined the amount   
 equivalent to the original price of that particular thing.
• A student permanently expelled (on account of misbehaviour or  
 any other reason) is not entitled to the refund of any tuition fees,  
 dues or other payments which he may have paid in advance to 
 the College. 
• The sole discretion rests with the College in all disciplinary,   
 administrative and legal action against student committing breach  
 from any College rule, regulation, policy and guideline and shall  
 lead to suspension, expulsion, withholding of examination   
 admission form of board and university caused by misconduct,   
 failure in college exams, poor attendance & academic record,   
 default in timely submission of College dues or other
• Despite all the necessary arrangements, the  College is not   
 responsible for any kind of mishap during College tours and   
 functions
• Any privilege like fee concession, prize, scholarship granted by the  
 College can be withdrawn at any time. 
• All type of concessions, scholarships & incentives granted at the  

 time of admission shall continue only by the fulfilment of   
 attendance not less than 90%, academic record not less than the  
 granted percentage, in time submission of dues, abide by all the  
 rules & regulation of College and the privilege attached only with  
 current instalment
• The student must follow the identified area by the College for   
 parking of cycle, motor bike or car and must put the lock / wire   
 lock on the parked vehicles. The College administration shall not  
 be responsible for any loss whatsoever
• Students should take care of their belongings; the College is not  
 liable for any damage or loss to any belonging of the students at  
 College tour or during any function
• The College reserves the right to change the  fee & its schedule   
 and it will be applicable to all current & upcoming students.



BAHAWALNAGAR
• Boys Campus: Jalwala Road, Near Al-Rehman Petrol Pump.     
   0300-1035391, 0320-6935391
• Boys Campus: Jalwala Road, Near Al-Rehman Petrol Pump.     
   0300-1035391, 0320-6935391

BARNALA
• Boys Campus: Near PSO Pump. 0300-6282060
• Girls Campus: Near PSO Pump. 0300-6282060

BUREWALA
• Boys Campus: Main Multan Road, Burewala Gardens.   
   0320-4777547, 03354777547
• Girls Campus: Main Multan Road, Burewala Gardens.   
   0320-4777547, 03354777547

CHAKWAL
• Boys Campus: Shah Multani, Bhoun Road. 0333-1115477
• Girls Campus: Shah Multani, Bhoun Road. 0333-1115477

CHICHAWATANI
• Boys Campus: Main Road, Chichawatani Bypass, Near Chaudhry 
Filling Station (Shell). 0300-4976109, 0300-6931200
• Girls Campus: Main Road, Chichawatani Bypass, Near Chaudhry 
Filling Station (Shell). 0300-4976109, 0300-6931200

DASKA
• Boys Campus: Moza Jassarwala, Sialkot Daska Road.   
   0300-6448085
• Girls Campus: Moza Jassarwala, Sialkot Daska Road.      
   0300-6448085

FEROZPUR ROAD
• Boys Campus: Nishter Colony Bus Stop, Main Ferozpur Road, 
lahore. 0301-4544896, 0324-4912013
• Girls Campus: Nishter Colony Bus Stop, Main Ferozpur Road, lahore. 
0301-4544896, 0324-4912013

GOJRA
• Boys Campus: Tufail Colony, Opposite Tabreez Palace,   
   Faisalabad Road. 0300-8654668
• Girls Campus: Tufail Colony, Opposite Tabreez Palace,   
   Faisalabad Road. 0300-8654668

GUJRAT
• Boys Campus: Mohallah Eid Gah, G.T. Road.
   053-3520530-31, 0306-2220530
• Girls Campus: Mohallah Eid Gah, G.T. Road.
   053-3520530-31, 0306-2220530

HAFIZABAD
• Boys Campus: Saeed Alvi Road, Near Sunny Garden,   
   Sargodha Bypass. 0300-8012888, 0312-8012888
• Girls Campus:  Saeed Alvi Road, Near Sunny Garden,   
   Sargodha Bypass. 0300-8012888, 0312-8012888

HAROONABAD
• Boys Campus: Ahmed Garden, Highway Road.
   0632250949
• Girls Campus: Ahmed Garden, Highway Road.
   0632250949

JAHANIAN
• Boys Campus: Multan Road, Opposite NASCO Industries.
0301-5037740
• Girls Campus: Multan Road, Opposite NASCO Industries.
0301-5037740

KAHNA
• Boys Campus: Purana Kahna Stop, 28-km Ferozpur Road.   
   0322-4395196, 0334-4052992
• Girls Campus: Purana Kahna Stop, 28-km Ferozpur Road.   
   0322-4395196, 0334-4052992

KAMOKE
• Boys Campus: Ladies Park Road, G.T Road.     
   0300-5455287, 055-6815325                
• Girls Campus: Camping Ground G.T Road.
   0300-5455286, 055-6816325

KASUR
• Boys Campus: Near New Bus Stand, Main Ferozpur Road. 
0305-4441139, 0304-9695440
• Girls Campus: Near New Bus Stand, Main Ferozpur Road. 
0305-4441139, 0304-9695440
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FAISALABAD
Jail Road:
• Boys Campus: 121-P (A) Jail Road.
   041-2642911-2, 0305-4440512 |0305-4441146
• Girls Campus: 121-P (B) Jail Road.
   041-2642913-4, 0305-4441147

D-Ground:
• Boys Campus: 649 D/1, Peoples Colony No. 1, D-Ground.   
   041-8554151-2, 0300-0447930
• Girls Campus: 649 D/2, Peoples Colony No. 1, D-Ground.   
   041-8554151-2, 0300-0447930

Sargodha Road:
• Boys Campus: 335-A, Sargodha Road.     
   041-88147465-6, 0300-0448259
• Girls Campus: 335-B, Sargodha Road.     
   041-88147465-6, 0300-0448259

GUJRANWALA 
• Boys Campus: Opp. Shaheenabad, G.T. Road.        
   055-3850078-9, 0305-4440581
• Girls Campus: Opp. Regional Tax Complex, G.T. Road.
   055-3415152, 0305-4440582
• Girls Campus: Oppo Main Church Sialkot Road.
   0303-9188810, 0321-6422960

ISLAMABAD
• Boys Campus: 21-B/1, Metropolitan Plaza, G-9 Markaz.       
   0300-0447064
• Girls Campus: 21-B/2, Metropolitan Plaza, G-9 Markaz.       
   0300-0447064 

KOT ADDU
• Boys Campus: Ward No. 4, Govt. Girls College Road,     
   Opposite Govt. Girls College. 0345-0900365
• Girls Campus: Ward No. 4, Govt. Girls College Road,         
   Opposite Govt. Girls College. 0345-0900365

LAHORE
Ameer Chowk:
• 75/302, College Road, Ameer Chowk Boys Campus.        
   042-35154400, 0305-4440503
Garden Town:
• Boys Campus: 5 Babar Block, Near Barkat Market Boys Campus. 

   042-35858400, 042-35858500, 0305-4440288
• Girls Campus: 5 Babar Block, Near Barkat Market Boys Campus.  
042-35858400, 042-35858500, 0305-4440288
Gulberg:
• 230 A-3, Gulberg-III | Girls Campus. 042-35872059, 0305-4440289

Johar Town: 
• 32-33-B, Jagawar Chowk | Boys Campus. 0340-0009319, 0340-0009315
• 205-207 B-2 | Girls Campus. 0305-4440534, 0305-4440504,  
   0340-5444449, 0340-6444442

Bahria: 
• Boys Campus: 12-D/1, Superior Services of    
   Pakistan Co-operative Housing Society. 0300-0447092
• Girls Campus: 12-D/2, Superior Services of    
   Pakistan Co-operative Housing Society. 0300-0447092

MARDAN 
• Boys Campus: Shaheen Plaza, Main Malakand Road, PRC Chowk.
    0305-4441430, 0345-0900372
• Girls Campus: Shaheen Plaza, PRC Chowk, Qazi Bashir Road.
    0305-4441430, 0345-0900372

MULTAN 
Bosan Road:
• 8/A Gulgasht Colony, Bosan Road | Boys Campus.   
   061-6510061-2, 0305-4440510
• Opposite Sabzazar Colony, Bosan Road | Girls Campus.   
   061-6522237, 0323-7179915

Shamsabad:
• 4 & 9 Shamsabad, Opp. Eid Gah, Khanewal Road
   Girls Campus. 061-4570062, 0305-4440511

BZU Boys Campus:
• Opp. Bahauddin Zakriya University 061-6510061-2, 0300-0403911 

RAWALPINDI
Chandni Chowk:
• 47 Iran Road | Girls Campus. 051-4927435-6, 0300-0447063
Saddar:
• 153-B & C, Main Bank Road | Girls Campus.    
   051-4927435-6, 0345-0900340
Satellite Town:
• 5-D, 6th Road | Boys Campus. 051-4927435, 0300-0447063

OUR CAMPUSES (SEPARATE CAMAPUSES FOR BOYS & GIRLS)



KHANEWAL
• Boys Campus: Awan Chowk. 0300 6891910, 0304-2555771
• Girls Campus: Awan Chowk. 0300 6891910, 0304-2555771

KOTLA ARAB ALI KHAN 
• Boys Campus: Bhimber Road, Jandala, Near CBA School.
   053-7700160, 0333-1863555
• Girls Campus: Bhimber Road, Jandala, Near CBA School.
   053-7700160, 0333-1863555

KHANPUR
• Boys Campus: Khaata No.158/156, Mauza Kachi Jamal.
0333-7481049, 0309-7444323
• Girls Campus: Khaata No.158/156, Mauza Kachi Jamal.
0333-7481049, 0309-7444323

LAYYAH
• Boys Campus: Plot # 83/81, East Canal Road. 0300-1934566
• Girls Campus: Plot # 86/84, East Canal Road. 0300-1944566

MIRPUR
• Boys Campus: Main Kotli Road, F-1/3, Near Chungi No.04 
(Purani Chungi). 0345-7818393
• Girls Campus: Main Kotli Road, F-1/3, Near Chungi No.04 
(Purani Chungi). 0345-7818393

MANDIALA TEGHA
• Boys Campus: Near Muslim Ideal School, Mandiala Tega
Gujranwala. 0307-6775555, 055-6775555
• Girls Campus: Near Muslim Ideal School, Mandiala Tega
Gujranwala. 0307-6775555, 055-6775555

MIAN CHANNU
• Boys Campus: Gulshan Ahmad Pase-II, Chak No.130/15-L.
   0300-8389054
• Girls Campus: Gulshan Ahmad Pase-II, Chak No.130/15-L.
   0300-8389054

MALAKWAL
• Boys Campus: Main Chak Raib Road, Near PSO Petrol Pump.
0333-4663249
• Girls Campus: Main Chak Raib Road, Near PSO Petrol Pump.
0333-4663249

NAROWAL
• Boys Campus: Near Social Welfare Complex, Al-Raheem   
   Garden, Phase 2. 0542-470370, 0311-7766921
• Girls Campus: Near Social Welfare Complex, Al-Raheem   
   Garden, Phase 2. 0542-470370, 0311-7766921

OKARA
• Boys Campus: Rao Sikandar Iqbal Road. 
   0300-8052802, 0312-6000444
• Girls Campus: Rao Sikandar Iqbal Road. 
   0300-8052802, 0312-6000444

PAKPATTAN
• Boys Campus: F-Block, Alfarid Garden, Katchehry Road.   
   0332-8777699
• Girls Campus: F-Block, Alfarid Garden, Katchehry Road.   
   0332-8777699

PHALIA
• Boys Campus: Main Mandi Bahauddin, Phalia Road 
   Opp. GEPCO Office. 0341-6871008, 0349-6286796
• Girls Campus: Main Mandi Bahauddin, Phalia Road 
   Opp. GEPCO Office. 0341-6871008, 0349-6286796

PATTOKI
• Boys Campus: Chak No.37, Bhaiwaal, Labiowala. 0300-8826927
• Girls Campus: Chak No.37, Bhaiwaal, Labiowala. 0300-8826927

QILA DIDAR SINGH
• Boys Campus: Main Hafizabad Road, Near The Smart School.
   0300-1117643, 0300-1800649, 03001800549
• Girls Campus: Main Hafizabad Road, Near The Smart School.
   0300-1117643, 0300-1800649, 03001800549

RAHIM YAR KHAN
• Boys Campus: 2-A, Abu Dhabi Palace Road, Near Bloomfield     
Hall School. 0300-9673395, 0301-0668888
• Girls Campus: 2-A, Abu Dhabi Palace Road, Near Bloomfield     
Hall School. 0300-9673395, 0301-0668888

RAIWIND
• Boys Campus: Near New Sabzi Mandi, Sunder Road.   
   0323-3300031, 0321-9426871
• Girls Campus: Near New Sabzi Mandi, Sunder Road.   
   0323-3300031, 0321-9426871

RENALA KHURD
• Boys Campus: Multan Road, Near Sukh-chain Housing Society. 
   0300-7617406
• Girls Campus: Multan Road, Near Sukh-chain Housing Society. 
   0300-7617406

SAMBRIAL
• Boys Campus: Opposite Wapda Grid Station, Wazirabad Road.
   0300-0601198, 0300-0601199
• Girls Campus: Opposite Wapda Grid Station, Wazirabad Road.
   0300-0601198, 0300-0601199

SHEIKHUPURA
• Boys Campus: Chaudhry House Sargodha Road,Mauza Ghazi 
Manara. 0331-7070050
• Girls Campus: Chaudhry House Sargodha Road,Mauza Ghazi 
Manara. 0331-7070050

SIALKOT
Chenab Rangers Road: 
• Boys Campus: 052-4571300, 052-4353311, 0302-0473821
• Girls Campus: 052-4571300, 052-4353311, 0302-0473821

SUKHEKI
• Boys Campus: Jalalpur Bhatian Road, Chowki. 0321-9464108
• Girls Campus: Jalalpur Bhatian Road, Chowki. 0321-9464108

SAMUNDRI
• Boys Campus: Khewat No.62, Khatooni No.80, Khewat No.100 
and Khatooni No.120, Near Zam Zam Marriage Hall Garh Road.
0333 4123250
• Girls Campus: Khewat No.62, Khatooni No.80, Khewat No.100 
and Khatooni No.120, Near Zam Zam Marriage Hall Garh Road.
0333 4123250

THOKAR
• Boys Campus: 1-Km Raiwind Road, Near Fatima Masjid. Lahore
042-35304004, 0345-0900369
• Girls Campus: 1-Km Raiwind Road, Near Fatima Masjid. Lahore
042-35304004, 0345-0900369

VEHARI
• Boys Campus: Hasilpur Road. 0300-8153118
• Girls Campus: Hasilpur Road. 0300-8153118

WAH CANTT.
• Boys Campus: Opp. Kohistan Enclave, Main G.T.Road. 
   0300-0446043
• Girls Campus: A-5 Quaid-e-Azam Avenue, LalaRukh, Wah Cantt.
   0319-0508012

ZAFARWAL
• Boys Campus: Kingra Road, Near Hascol Petrol Pump, Mahaal 
   Jalalpur. 0300-7769706
• Girls Campus: Kingra Road, Near Hascol Petrol Pump, Mahaal 
   Jalalpur. 0300-7769706
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ADMISSION FORM

 BS Program - 4 Year
 Computer Sciences
 Information Technology
 Management Sciences
 Public Administration
 Accounting & Finance

Allotted Section: Roll No.:

Paste
Photograph

Here

Form Submission Date:

Name:
(Block Letters)

Name:
(Block Letters)

Mother’s Name:
(Block Letters)

Father’s Name:
(Block Letters)

B-Form/CNIC of Student:

Present Address:

Cell:

CNIC:

Organization:

Housewife Working Woman

Work Address:

Contact: E-mail: PTO

Phone:

Cell: Profession/Designation:

Relation:

Emergency Contact: E-mail:

Religion: City: Contact (Res.):

Date of Birth:

Permanent Address (if di�erent):

APPLYING FOR:

STUDENT’S PROFILE:

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS:
Institute Examination Board Year of Passing Roll No. Marks Obtained % age

PARENT/GUARDIAN:

Biotechnology
Biochemistry
IR
Economics
Zoology

 INTERMEDIATE
 Pre 1st Year
 Regular 1st Year
 2nd Year

 Others:

 F.Sc (PM)
 F.Sc. (PE)
 I.C.S
 I.COM

English
Urdu
Math
BBA
Others

4 Passport Size Photographs

A Copy of CNIC of Parent / Guardian

A Copy of Latest Result Card

A Copy of Student’s CNIC / Form-B

Attachments Required

74

STAY CONNECTED

Live Chat Mon to Sat (9am - 7pm)

Central Helpline Mon to Sun (9am - 7pm)

Official WhatsApp Mon to Sat (9am - 7pm) 0345-0900376

LMS Helpline Mon to Sat (9am - 7pm) 042-111-547-775

Email 24 Hours dc.academics@kips.edu.pk | onlineease@kips.edu.pk
For Online Studies-related queries 

• www.kips.edu.pk
• www.kipscolleges.com

CHANNEL TIMINGS CHANNEL INFO 

Publications Helpline Mon to Sat (9am - 7pm)

Online Teacher Support Mon to Sat (9am - 9pm)

www.kipslms.com 
For Online Studies:
1 to 1 basis Live Chat with Teachers 
Available for Entry Tests, Matric & Inter Sessions 

24 HoursFacebook
Corporate Page: KIPS Education System

KIPS College Official Page: KIPS College Official

HELPLINES

SUPPORT
DESKS

GUIDANCE

UPDATES

COUNSELING



Newspaper

TV

Streamers (Poles)

Brochure / Leaflet

Letter (Direct Mail)

Facebook

Family / Friends

Outdoor Hoardings

FM Radio

Seminar

Website

Banners

Cable

SMS

Telemarketing

Others

1. KIPS College has six days working week (Monday to Saturday)
3. Misconduct with any teacher or student will be culpable.
5. Institution will not, in any case, be responsible for any loss su�ered by a student.
7. Decision of the administration will be �nal, in any case.

1. I hereby certify that the information given here is authentic to the best of my knowledge and belief.
2. I undertake that I will abide by all the present rules and regulations of the institute and those that will be implemented in future.
3. I acknowledge that the administration reserves the right to expel the students, without any refund of fees for violating the rules of institute or under any other conditions.
4. I agree to uphold all the rules and regulations, and co-operate with administration and teachers.

2. Parents must interact with the management regularly to discuss the progress of the student.
4. Any damage caused by the student will be charged accordingly.
6. Use of mobile phone and wearing jewelry is strictly prohibited on the campus premises.

Sibling(s):

RULES AND REGULATIONS

DECLARATION

How Did You Come to Know About KIPS?

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

ADMISSION: Granted

Section:

Remarks:

Admission O�cer

Rejected

Principal

Registration/Roll No:

Date of Admission:

If Student

Note: KIPS Campuses are a non-smoking zone

Signature of StudentSignature of Parent/Guardian

If Employed

Name Class Institute Profession Organization Designation


